Complementarity (1), that is the ability of a quantum object to behave either as a particle or as a wave (2-4), is one of the most intriguing features of quantum mechanics (5). An exemplary Gedanken experiment, emphasizing such a measurement-dependent nature, was suggested by Wheeler using single photons (6). The subtleness of the idea lies in the fact that the output beam-splitter of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is put in or removed after a photon has already entered the interferometer, thus performing a delayed test of the waveparticle complementary behavior (7). Recently, it was proposed that using a quantum analogue of the output beam-splitter would permit carrying out this type of test after the detection of the photon and observing wave-particle superposition (8, 9). In this paper we describe an experimental demonstration 1 arXiv:1206.4348v1 [quant-ph]
of these predictions using another extraordinary property of quantum systems, entanglement (10) (11) (12) . We use a pair of polarization entangled photons composed of one photon whose nature (wave or particle) is tested, and of a corroborative photon that allows determining which one, or both, of these two aspects is being tested (13) . This corroborative photon infers the presence or absence of the beam-splitter and until it is measured, the beam-splitter is in a superposition of these two states, making it a quantum beam-splitter. When the quantum beam-splitter is in the state present or absent, the interferometer reveals the wave or particle nature of the test photon, respectively. Furthermore, by manipulating the corroborative photon, we can continuously morph, via entanglement, the test photon from wave to particle behavior even after it was detected. This result underlines the fact that a simple vision of light as a classical wave or a particle is inadequate (8, 9) .
While the predictions of quantum mechanics have been verified with remarkable precision, subtle questions arise when attempting to describe quantum phenomena in classical terms (5, 14) . For example, a single quantum object can behave as a wave or as a particle, which is illustrated by Bohr's complementarity principle (1) . It states that, depending on the measurement apparatus, either wave or particle behavior is observed. This is often demonstrated by sending single photons into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) followed by two detectors (2, 3), as represented in Fig. 1(a) . If the MZI is closed, i.e. the paths of the interferometer are recombined at the output beam-splitter (BS 2 ), the probabilities for a photon to exit at detectors D a and D b depend on of the phase difference θ between the two arms. The which-path information remains unknown, and wave-like intensity interference patterns are observed, as shown in Fig.1(b) . On the other hand, if the MZI is open, i.e. BS 2 is removed, each photon's path can be known and, consequently, no interference occurs. Particle behavior is said to be observed and the detection probabilities at D a and D b are equal to 1 2 , independently of the value of θ, as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
In other words, these two different configurations, i.e. BS 2 present or absent, give different experimental results. Recently it has been shown that, even when performing Wheeler's original Gedanken experiment (6) , in which the configuration for BS 2 is chosen only after the photon has passed the entrance beam-splitter BS 1 , Bohr's complementarity principle is still obeyed (7) .
In this paper we take Wheeler's experiment one step further by replacing the output beamsplitter by a quantum beam-splitter (QBS), as recently proposed theoretically (8, 9) . In our realization, depicted in Fig. 2 , we exploit polarization entanglement as a resource for two reasons. First, as we explain later in the text, this permits implementing the QBS. Second, this allows us to use one of the entangled photons as a test photon sent to the interferometer, and the other one as a corroborative photon. Until we detect the corroborative photon, the state of the interferometer, and therefore the wave or particle behavior of the test photon, remains unknown. By continuously modifying the type of measurement performed on the corroborative photon, we can morph the test photon from wave to particle behavior, even after the test photon was detected. To exclude interpretations based on either mixed states, associated with preexisting state information, or potential communication between the two photons, the presence of entanglement is verified via violation of the Bell inequalities with a space-like separation (11, 12) . In the following, we describe our quantum beam-splitter (QBS) apparatus. Next, we detail the action of the corroborative photon apparatus. Then, we explain the measurement procedure and present the results demonstrating that wave and particle behavior can coexist simultaneously.
The QBS is based on the following idea. When a photon in an arbitrary polarization state enters an interferometer that is open for |H (horizontally polarized) and closed for |V (vertically polarized) photons, the states of the interferometer and the photon become correlated.
This apparatus, shown in the right hand side of Fig. 2 and detailed in Fig. 5 , therefore reveals a particle behavior for the |H component of the photon state, and a wave behavior for the |V component. Note that such an experiment has been realized using single photons prepared in a coherent superposition of |H and |V (15) . However, we take this idea to a new level, achieving genuine quantum behavior for the output beam-splitter by exploiting an intrinsically quantum resource, entanglement. This allows entangling the quantum beam-splitter and test photon system with the corroborative photon. Thus, measurement of the corroborative photon enables projecting the test photon/QBS system into an arbitrary coherent wave-particle superposition, which is a purely quantum object. In other words, our QBS is measured by another quantum object, which projects it into a particular superposition of present and absent states.
More precisely, we use as a test photon one of the photons from the maximally polarization en-
, produced at the wavelength of 1560 nm using the source described in (13) . Here, following the notation of The actual QBS device is made up of two components. The first is a polarization dependent beam-splitter (PDBS) that shows close to 100% transmission for horizontally polarized photons and provides ordinary 50/50 splitting ratio for the vertically polarized photons. The PDBS is realized using a combination of standard bulk optical components (see Fig. 5 in the supplementary information). The whole state after the PDBS reads
Here, using the notation of Fig. 2 The state of Eq. 1 is now described by the following equation
with
and
where the creation operators a † , a † , b † and b † denote photons propagating toward detectors
Consequently, the only way of knowing if wave or particle behavior was observed is by examining the corroborative photon.
We will now describe the corroborative photon measurement apparatus, as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 2 . It consists of two stages. The first is an electro-optic phase modulator (EOM) that allows rotating the polarization state of the corroborative photon by an angle α.
From Eq. 2, we now have
After passing PBS 3 , that is oriented on the {H, V } axis, the corroborative photon is transmitted In this case, for all the four correlation functions mentioned above, the configuration of the interferometer remains undetermined even after the test photon has been detected. In other words, there is no information available yet from the corroborative photon that could influence the behavior of the test photon. Furthermore, a space-time analysis shows that no classical communication can be established between the photon detection events, as they are space-like separated, as shown in Fig. 3 .
We now measure the correlations between detectors D H and [D a ⊕ D a ] via counting coincidence events on the corresponding single photon detectors (InGaAs avalanche photo diodes).
As shown in Fig. 4(a, b) , the experimentally measured and theoretically expected results are in near perfect agreement. For the angle α = 0 • , I a (θ, 0) is independent of the phase θ as predicted for particle-like behavior. Setting α = 90
• results in sinusoidal intensity oscillations as a function of θ, which corresponds to wave-like behavior. For 0 • < α < 90
• , a continuous transition from wave to particle behavior is observed, expressed by the continually reducing fringe visibility.
To prove the existence of a coherent quantum superposition of wave and particle behavior of the test photon created by the detection of the corroborative photon, the presence of entanglement needs to be verified (10) (11) (12) (13) . Note that several recent realizations ignored this and therefore the presence of a QBS has not been proven unambiguously (17, 18) . In our realization, entanglement is proven by performing the same experiment as before, but using the complementary analysis basis, namely the diagonal basis {D, A}. Now, the initial quantum state is rotated by 45 • in the {D, A} basis. We obtain S = 2.77 ± 0.07, which is very close to the optimal value of 2 √ 2 attained with maximally entangled states, and 11 standard deviations above the classical/quantum boundary S = 2 (10-13).
We note that the 'detection loophole' remains open in our experiment, since some of the initial entangled photons are lost during their propagation in the fiber or bulk channels, or are not detected by the single photon detectors that show non-unit quantum detection efficiencies (19, 20) . One has therefore to assume that non detected photons behave identically to the detected ones, as suggested by the fair-sampling theorem (21).
In conclusion, we have carried out a quantum delayed choice experiment, enabled by polarization entangled photons and the associated property of non-locality. We employed a MachZehnder interferometer where the output beam-splitter has been replaced by its quantum analogue, i.e. a beam-splitter in a coherent superposition of being present and absent. In this configuration, we observed that the single photons under test can indeed behave as waves and particles in the same experiment. We experimentally excluded interpretations based on local hidden variables and/or information exchange between the photon and the quantum beam-splitter. This was done by revealing the state of the quantum beam-splitter only after the detection of the corroborative photon. We have, therefore, demonstrated delayed interference between wave and particle behavior, which underlines the subtleness of Bohr's complementarity principle.
We note that, parallel to this work, Peruzzo et al. realized another version of a quantum delayed choice experiment based on entangled photons (22) . The noise contribution, on the order of 3 events/5 s, has not been subtracted. Note that the same
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Note that the above introduced polarization dependent beam-splitter (PDBS) has been mimicked using a set of standard bulk optical components toward achieving high quality experimental results. The schematic is shown in Fig. 5 . 
